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PAST 3 YEARS DATA
In the upcoming days, many first-year students have to decide on whether to change their
branch or to remain in the same branch they already are in. Past experiences and statistics
help us make an informed choice. In order to facilitate the decision, the DAMP team of
Energy Science presents the collated data of three years on branch change to/from Energy
Science and provides reviews of some students who faced similar choices. The goal of the
article is to provide a set of perspectives of students who had faced a similar choice in a
condensed manner.

Branch change to/from Energy Science:

Dil Se Energy :
The number of students who choose to remain in Energy Science despite having an
opportunity to branch change number is high considering the batch size of our department
is just 30. A lot of students had opportunities to change into other traditionally better
ranked branches but chose not to and forge their own path ahead in this small but quaint
department.
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REASONS
In the survey, we asked some questions to students who changed the branch from Energy
Science and also to those who changed their branch into Energy Science. A survey was also
conducted for those who had a chance of branch change but chose to remain in Energy
Science in order to know the reason for their decision and factors they considered for it and
how satisfied they are now with their choice. The aggregated points from the responses are
listed down :-

Reasons of branch change from Energy:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Research interest in the chosen branch
Chose a better branch based on traditional hierarchy of branches
Better opportunities for internship and placements
Problems pertinent to a Dual Degree: additional year of coursework, reduced chances of
pre-placement offers

Reasons for branch change into Energy:
1. Covers more breadth than depth in the curriculum
2. The curriculum is flexible in terms of electives. The department electives could be taken
in other departments
3. More opportunity for Semester Exchange
4. Energy can be classified along with bioscience and material science as an up and
coming field for research with amazing opportunities
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Reasons for choosing to remain in Energy Science despite having a
chance of BC:
1. Energy is an emerging field. And considering the current scenario, it is needless to say that
the energy sector will undergo a drastic change soon and will have a high demand for
people who have a good understanding of the subjects needed to reshape this sector.
2. The Department Introductory course (DIC) gives us a brief glimpse for all that is yet to come
in Energy in the next 4 years. The industrial visits and the projects made the course very
exciting.
3. The curriculum of the Energy Science department consists of courses from electrical,
mechanical, and chemical engineering along with non-core topics like economics. This
opens up for us a broad spectrum of careers that we can pursue.
4. Energy is a dual degree program with nine department electives, two institute electives,
and two open electives. The department electives list covers a wide variety of courses from
nearly all departments. Other departments do not offer such a flexible curriculum.
5. Department faculty, council and office are very approachable and work towards student
friendly policies.
6. Perks of small-batch: Increased interaction between students, Better teacher-student ratio,
better environment for growth with reduced competition.

- Glimpses from the DIC course
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ARE YOU SATISFIED?

Response of those who changed branch from Energy Science:
On average, people were satisfied with their decision. People are happy with the internship
opportunities they could avail in other branches. Some of the students have complained about
excessive workload and erratic grading stats.

"As I look back on my decision I can say that I am very satisfied with how things turned out to
be. I have enjoyed the undergrad coursework and labs spread across device physics,
probability, power electronics, control, signal processing and communication systems.
Moreover I have gained a profound insight through research projects that I did in the fields of
learning theory, image processing, control and applied probability. If you are someone who
can thrive in competition, enjoy technical work and manage the hectic course load, then EE
might suit you well. Moreover if you want to transition into a research career after you
graduate, then EE might help you discover problems and sub fields you will love working on.”
- Bhishma Dedhia, 4th yr UG
(DD Energy to B.Tech Electrical)

"On a scale of 1-10, i would give a 6. I personally wanted to switch to a 4 year course, rather
than being in a 5 year course. As I had heard and talked to seniors from the college, I came to
know regarding the fact that many companies during internship are not open to dual degree
students, which i got to know in my third year as very true. I had taken the decision
considering these benefits. the excessive workload and erratic grading statistics are
responsible for the negative points."
- Kavish Rathod, 4th yr UG
(DD Energy to Btech Chemical)
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Response of those who changed the branch into Energy Science :
All 3 students who changed the branch into Energy said that they are satisfied, mainly
because they had an interest in the core, and the curriculum in Energy Science gave them
the freedom to work on the field they have an interest in.

“I think I was lucky not to be able to change my branch to Electrical. I would have to
struggle every moment because it's a more rigorous course and there is a lot more
competition. Energy branch allowed me to pursue my area of interest in electrical and it
has the perfect environment for my growth.”
- Pushkar Saraf, 5th yr DD
(B.Tech metallurgy to DD Energy)

“I am pretty satisfied with it. The experience of getting a taste of different fields related to
energy was invaluable. Getting to know the specific topics and then moving ahead with a
more knowledgeable choice was important for me. Had I been in any other branch, I
would have risked losing interest in core engineering. This journey of exploration in
various broad areas has helped me stay in core by keeping my options open. Energy is an
emerging sector and so I have a positive outlook towards future opportunities.”
- Mayuresh Bhattu, 4th yr UG
(B.Tech Metallurgy to DD Energy)

Response of those who chose to remain in Energy Science :
Almost 75% of the students who chose to remain in Energy said that they are satisfied with
their decision. Remaining 25% have mixed opinions about the decision. This is mainly
because they find the courses and curriculum interesting, but the fewer opportunities in the
internships are always a concern.
“Very Satisfied. Energy dept workload is lesser as compared to other departments (CS, elec).
That gave me time to work in a tech team. My priority was practical experience more than
theory, it may be different for others. Some people may prioritise placements over anything,
those guys will have to check the placement data from previous years. One thing to note is
that I haven't seen many energy students getting core placements. First job is important but
doesn't define your entire career.”
- Indrajeet Mohite, 5th yr DD
(DD Energy)
“Although I could have gone to a branch like aerospace which is also aligned with my
current research interests and has more courses on mechanical engineering, I am still quite
happy with energy precisely because of its interdisciplinary nature. I was able to explore a
wide range of subjects and was able to understand what I like and don't like. Energy has a
place for all research interests because of its interdisciplinary nature, and my current
interest, systems and controls, has a wide range of applications in energy systems. I am also
excited to be able to choose from a wide pool of department electives and have such a
flexible curriculum.”
- Shrita Singh, 4th yr UG
(DD Energy)
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MENTOR SPEAKS

Right from the time when the JEE results were declared, we have been constantly bombarded
with choices - college, branch, NCC/NSO/NSS, skipping breakfast or taking the auto to LCH, etc.
Along with these choices, you have also been given the opportunity to apply for changing your
branch. What happens once you apply for it looks complicated, but it could also be that I don’t
understand it because I never applied in the first place.
When I came into the department, I had not made up my mind about changing my branch.
After all, I had a year to explore and I preferred to, as I still do, leave the actual decision for later.
One thing to note was that I was quite interested in economics then, it took quite some effort
from my parents to convince me to take a branch in IIT Bombay itself. As the IITB branch most
suited to matters relating to people (according to me), I had opted for Energy. Therefore, when I
had to decide on applying for branch change, I first asked myself a set of questions. Has my
interest in economics/people-related stuff changed? Nope. Was there any other branch that
aligned better with my interests? Yep, economics, but I couldn’t go into it. So all else equal, I
would remain in my branch. Unfortunately, all else is never equal. Different branches give you
different opportunities and place different restrictions on you. Of course, the major point is
whether a branch has “scope”. One could point out what different alumni are doing, but,
beyond that, what will happen in two or three years was anyone’s guess (pretty sure no one
wants any more proof of unpredictability). Thus, I remained none the wiser and considered the
next point - the fifth-year debate. The most important tradeoff is probably between a good
internship opportunity (if you have a four-year program) and having an extra year of freedom to
explore and work on things that interest you + the opportunity to pursue an intensive research
project (if you are a dual-degree student). I chose the latter, but I would urge you to keep this in
mind while making any decision. This about sums up my decision flowchart - clearly, not the
best xD. There are other things you may want to consider - the breadth vs depth in the
curriculum, flexibility in terms of electives, the professors, whether you want a canteen in your
department building or a great view from the terrace - depending on what you plan to do.
Personally, I am excited about the possibilities I have in front of me, nervous about what I will be
doing after graduation. Whatever you choose, remember that (i) you can always create a path
for yourself, and (ii) you don’t owe a justification to your relatives. Stay safe and all the best!
- Kumaresh Ramesh, 5th yr DD
(DD Energy)
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THE END.

Also, the major concern seen in the survey was Dual Degree and some problems related
to it. For students currently in a dilemma of choosing dual over BTech, you can go
through the article written by Anmol Gupta ( 2015-2020 Electrical Engineering student ):
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1z40JsiAByRsaTTrdYGh_Sj1Q68HbZwFXldRLFuLUt0/edit?usp=sharing
Also, read the article published by Insight "TO B(C), OR NOT TO B(C)" to get to know
about Branch Change at Institute level and some data related to it:
https://www.insightiitb.org/to-bc-or-not-to-bc-analysis/
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